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A distant upstream enhancer at the maize
domestication gene tb1 has pleiotropic effects
on plant and inflorescent architecture
Richard M Clark1,2, Tina Nussbaum Wagler1, Pablo Quijada1 & John Doebley1
Although quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping has been
successful in describing the genetic architecture of complex
traits1–4, the molecular basis of quantitative variation is less
well understood, especially in plants such as maize that have
large genome sizes. Regulatory changes at the teosinte
branched1 (tb1) gene have been proposed to underlie QTLs of
large effect for morphological differences that distinguish maize
(Zea mays ssp. mays) from its wild ancestors, the teosintes
(Z. mays ssp. parviglumis and mexicana)1,5–7. We used a fine
mapping approach to show that intergenic sequences B58–69
kb 5¢ to the tb1 cDNA confer pleiotropic effects on Z. mays
morphology. Moreover, using an allele-specific expression
assay, we found that sequences 441 kb upstream of tb1 act in
cis to alter tb1 transcription. Our findings show that the large
stretches of noncoding DNA that comprise the majority of
many plant genomes can be a source of variation affecting
gene expression and quantitative phenotypes.
Although a large number of QTLs have been mapped in various
organisms, comparatively few have been subsequently resolved to
single genes. In plants, this number now stands at only B12
(refs. 8,9), and the relationship between sequence variation and
phenotypic effects is either completely unknown or inferred but not
proven for many of these. In six cases, QTLs have been resolved to
either single amino acid substitutions or premature stop codons, and
in two cases regulatory changes have been inferred although the exact
regulatory sequence has not been identified6,10. Our understanding of
quantitative inheritance in plants is further limited in that most cloned
QTLs are known from either Arabidopsis thaliana or rice8,11, which
have relatively small genomes. In contrast, plants such as maize have
large genomes with many repetitive elements12. Virtually nothing is
known about whether and how sequence variation in the ‘junk’ DNA
in such genomes contributes to phenotypic variation13.
In Z. mays, QTLs for morphological traits distinguishing maize
from teosinte have been mapped to the tb1 genomic region14–16, and
genetic complementation indicates that tb1, which encodes a transcriptional regulator6, underlies at least some of these QTLs (ref. 5).

Recently, we showed that a large intergenic region of 161 kb separates
tb1 from the nearest upstream gene (PG3, a predicted gene of
unknown function; Fig. 1) and that sequences extending as far as
90 kb upstream of tb1 were the target of a selective sweep during maize
domestication17. Although it is expected that at least one causal site
controlling domestication traits lies within the region of the sweep, the
exact location and molecular action of such sites remains unknown.
To map the factors controlling phenotypes at tb1, we backcrossed a
chromosome segment containing tb1 from a single teosinte plant from
Panindicuaro, Mexico, into the maize inbred line W22 for six generations to generate near isogenic lines 1 and 2 (denoted I1 and I2,
Fig. 1). The I1 and I2 segments harbor Panindicuaro sequence for the
region from tb1 to PG3 (although they differ at the flanking marker
UMC140). We then screened 20,878 F2 individuals (41,756 meioses)
derived from crosses of I1, I2 or derivative lines to W22 for crossovers
in and between tb1 and PG3 (Supplementary Methods online). From
this work, we recovered 14 recombinant chromosomes with breakpoints in the tb1 or PG3 ORFs or in the intervening region that we
used to characterize quantitative variation at tb1 (segments I6–I19;
Fig. 1, and Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1
online). Lines I3–I5 were recovered from segregating populations as
nonrecombinant controls.
To test for phenotypic effects of the introgressed Panindicuaro
chromosome segments, we crossed the introgression lines to W22
and grew F2 progeny from 24 families in fully randomized field trials
over 2 years (replicate families for five lines were grown between
or within years: for example, I6-1 and I6-2, Fig. 1). A total of 2,146 F2
individuals of known genotype were then scored for eight
traits previously associated with tb1 (Table 1). Within each family,
we determined trait values of individuals for the Panindicuaro
introgression class (I/I), the W22 maize class (W/W) and the heterozygous class (I/W) (Supplementary Fig. 2 online). For each trait,
means for the W/W control class varied significantly among families
(P o 0.001), suggesting that family effects due to either genetic
background (lines are not completely isogenic), maternal influences
(for example, maternal ear quality) or environmental influences (for
example, different years) affected variation in absolute trait values. We
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Figure 1 Introgression lines and effects on
traits. Sequence features and flanking genetic
markers for the tb1 region are indicated at top;
breakpoints for introgression chromosomes
are indicated below. Statistical effects of
introgression lines are indicated at right.
Where significant differences were observed, up
or down triangles indicate the direction of the
effect of the homozygous introgression class
relative to the within-family homozygous W22
maize class. Degree of significance is indicated
by shading (see key), and P-values were not
determined (ND) when mean homozygous class
sizes were o10. Replicates are indicated by
dashes followed by replicate number (for
example, I6-1 and I6-2 are replicates of the I6
introgression). Markers UMC140 and UMC107
have previously been mapped 3.9 cM 5¢ to tb1
and 1.3 cM 3¢ to tb1, respectively5. In our
crosses, the distances between the genotyping
markers Gs-1 and Gs-2 (162.7 kb) and Gs-2 and
Gs-3 (1.4 kb) were 0.63 cM and 0.16 cM,
respectively (data not shown). The critical region
for basal branching and ear phenotypes (traits
TILL, TILN, 10XCUP and CUPR) is indicated by
the gray column (middle).

P < 0.05
P < 0.001
P < 0.01
P < 0.0001
Survives Bonferroni procedure

phenotypes, segments with Panindicuaro sequence 5¢ to PG3 (class IV
introgressions) did not have consistent or highly significant effects on
phenotypes (no significant tests at P o 0.05 survived correction for
multiple testing). Similarly, introgressions containing Panindicuaro
sequence extending 3¢ to tb1 (class III introgressions) that include
parts or all of the tb1 coding sequence (Supplementary Fig. 1) and the
linked regulatory genes d8 (ref. 18) and phyA1 (ref. 19) showed no
consistent effect on phenotypes. These findings localize sequences
affecting phenotypes to the segment between tb1 and PG3 and suggest
that coding sequence polymorphisms distinguishing the Panindicuaro
and W22 haplotypes do not contribute to variation in basal branch
and ear architecture. An examination of class V recombinants, which
have breakpoints within the PG3-tb1 intergenic region, further localized the causal region for both ear and basal
branch phenotypes to B58–69 kb upstream
Table 1 Traits analyzed and phenotypic effects
of tb1 (compare I15–I19).
Further inspection of the effects associated
Effect of substituting teosinte for
with individual introgression lines provides
maize haplotypes on traits
additional insights. First, comparison of I19
to I18 suggests that functional polymorphisms
tb1 locus
tb1 chromosome region
for basal branching and ear phenotypes are
a
b
(this study )
Trait
Description
(earlier studies )
located B64–69 kb and B58–64 kb upstream
of tb1, respectively. Although this finding
m
m
TILL
Length of all tillersc/height of main culm
requires additional validation, it hints that
TILN
Number of tillers per plant
m
m
tb1 has a modular control region with multiTILH
Mean tiller height/height of main culm
ND
(m)
NODE
Number of nodes in uppermost lateral branch
kd
(k)
ple tissue-specific elements. Second, although
(m)
LBLH
Length of uppermost lateral branch
md
aerial branch traits (NODE, LBLH and LBIL)
LBIL
Mean internode length of uppermost lateral branch
m
(m)
have weaker effects than basal branch and ear
10XCUP
Length between 10 cupules at center of ear
me
m
traits, their effects show the same trend, sugCUPR
Cupules (or kernels of grain) per row in the ear
k
k
gesting that the causative site(s) for these traits
aWhere traits were not examined previously5,16,29, the direction of effect is indicated as not determined (ND). bWhere effects
also lie(s) in the B58–69 kb upstream region.
in the current study were not highly significant or consistent across introgressed segments, direction of effects are indicated in
Finally, the minimal introgression to have
c
d
parentheses. We refer to a tiller as a branch at ground level (also called a basal branch). J.D., unpublished data, available
upon request. eDirection of effect inferred from a nearly identical trait measure (CUPL) described previously5.
strong effects on basal branching and ear

therefore tested for significant differences in phenotype among the
genotypic classes I/I, I/W and W/W within families (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Table 2 online).
For 13 of 19 introgressed segments, we observed highly significant
effects (P o 0.001) on the production of basal branches (TILL and
TILN traits) that remained significant after correction for multiple
tests, and these effects were consistent when replicates were performed
(Fig. 1). A nearly identical pattern of effects was observed for ear traits
(10XCUP and CUPR), and the direction of effects of Panindicuaro
sequences was as expected from earlier studies (Table 1). Whereas
introgressed segments with Panindicuaro sequence encompassing the
entire tb1 to PG3 region (class I introgressions) or the region 5¢ to the
tb1 ORF (class II introgressions) affected basal branch and ear
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Table 2 Effects of I16 introgression on phenotypes
Trait mean ± 2 s.e.m. (sample size)
I16/I16

I16/W22

W22/W22

Phenotypic effecta

P value

TILL
TILN

1.71 ± 0.25 (27)
2.41 ± 0.27 (27)

1.01 ± 0.17 (30)
1.57 ± 0.23 (30)

0.56 ± 0.18 (32)
1.28 ± 0.31 (32)

1.15
1.13

7.6  10–9
3.4  10–6

TILH
NODE

0.70 ± 0.06 (27)
7.09 ± 0.55 (23)

0.65 ± 0.06 (29)
8.00 ± 0.44 (30)

0.42 ± 0.08 (25)
8.19 ± 0.34 (27)

0.28
–1.10

4.0  10–6
0.0024

22.71 ± 2.71 (23)
3.21 ± 0.29 (23)

25.62 ± 1.54 (30)
3.24 ± 0.21 (30)

21.57 ± 1.84 (27)
2.65 ± 0.23 (27)

1.14
0.56

0.0119
8.3  10–4

LBLH (cm)
LBIL (cm)
10XCUP (mm)

44.68 ± 0.74 (22)

42.33 ± 0.78 (27)

41.00 ± 0.93 (25)

3.68

2.4  10–7

CUPRb

30.00 ± 0.89 (16)

32.95 ± 1.19 (20)

33.33 ± 1.04 (21)

–3.33

1.4  10–4

aThe effect of substituting two copies of the I16 introgression for two copies of the W22 chromosomal segment. bThis subtracts 3.33 cupules from each rank. W22 has B7 ranks of cupules and
each cupule contains two kernels. Thus, I16 reduces the number of kernels per ear by about 46.

phenotypes (I16) affected all traits (Table 2). As compared to pure
W22, this line adds one tiller as long as the main stalk and subtracts
about 46 kernels from the ear.
Taken together, these findings show that the QTLs that map to the
tb1 region do not result from a cluster of linked genes. Rather, a single
noncoding segment B58–69 kb upstream of tb1 controls multiple
traits pleiotropically, and we found no evidence that tightly linked loci,
such as d8 and phyA1, contribute to QTL previously associated with
tb1 (compare I6–I8). Our findings thus confirm that loci with large
and diverse pleiotropic effects can and have contributed to crop
domestication (see also refs. 20,21). An unanticipated result was
that the Panindicuaro introgression did not cause a partial conversion
of the ear into tassel (data not shown) as seen with another teosinte
tb1 introgression5. This may indicate that Panindicuaro has a weak
allele for this trait that is dependent on a teosinte genetic background
to affect inflorescence sex16.
tb1 RNA levels are higher in ear primordia with a W22 maize allele
than in those with a teosinte allele, and the difference in expression
level seems to underlie differences in phenotypes6. Our finding that
at least one factor controlling the differences in phenotypes is located
as far as B58–69 kb upstream of the tb1 transcribed sequence is
consistent with a cis-regulatory basis for QTLs that map to tb1.

However, in plants, virtually all characterized cis-regulatory sequences
are located very close to genes, and in only one case, at the b1 locus in
maize, has a regulatory element been proposed to act over a longer
physical distance (B8–45 kb)22. We therefore also considered the
alternative possibility that an unrecognized factor (either a protein or
a functional RNA species) derived from the upstream tb1 region
affects tb1 RNA levels and phenotypes in trans.
To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed an allelespecific expression assay on RNA samples obtained from immature
ears from three heterozygous introgression stocks that differed in the
extent of Panindicuaro sequence for the tb1 intergenic region (Fig. 2
and Supplementary Table 3 online). The assay took advantage of a
6-bp insertion or deletion (indel) in the tb1 ORF that distinguishes the
W22 and Panindicuaro alleles (Supplementary Methods). We compared relative tb1 expression levels among three introgressions after
normalization against the full Panindicuaro segment (I1) that was
common to each heterozygous stock. Using this design, differences in
tb1 RNA levels produced from introgressions in contrasting stocks are
expected if upstream factor(s) control(s) tb1 transcription in cis, but
not in trans. Consistent with a cis effect, relative message levels differed
between the three stocks (P o 10–10). We did not observe expression
differences between W22 and I17 (P ¼ 0.90), but contrasts between
Panindicuaro
W22

Figure 2 Allele-specific tb1 expression assay. tb1 allele–specific
expression was assayed for three heterozygous stocks (top): Panindicuaro/
W22, Panindicuaro/I17 and Panindicuaro/I16 (transcription from the
W22, I17 and I16 segments can thereby be compared to the large
Panindicuaro segment, I1, that is shared among stocks). I16 and I17
were analyzed because they represent the minimal Panindicuaro
introgressions that either affect or do not affect traits. Expression was
assayed using immature ear RNA collected at the time that ear phenotypes
are being established (cupule formation, 10XCUP and CUPR traits).
RT-PCR with total RNA and a fluorescently tagged primer was used to
measure the relative abundance of tb1 mRNA carrying the 250-bp versus
256-bp fragments that differ for a 6-bp indel in the ORF. Taq polymerase
+A activity produced additional 251-bp and 257-bp peaks on an
ABI 3700 fragment analyzer (middle, and Supplementary Methods). For
the Panindicuaro/W22 and Panindicuaro/I17 stocks, the ratio of the area
of the 256/257-bp peaks to that of the 250/251-bp peaks was B1.6,
indicating that mRNA from the W22 and I17 chromosomes was more
abundant than that from the Panindicuaro chromosome (bottom).
For the Panindicuaro/I16 stock, the 250/251 and 256/257 peaks had
equivalent areas, indicating equivalent mRNA levels for the I16 and
Panindicuaro chromosomes. Sample sizes (n) are indicated in parentheses,
and error bars represent ± 2 s.e.m. (bottom panel).
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I16 and both W22 and I17 were highly significant with reduced
expression from the I16 introgression (P o 10–10 for each test). I16
and I17 harbor identical breakpoints in the tb1 ORF (Supplementary
Fig. 1) and differ only in that I16 has Panindicuaro sequence for the
region B41–69 kb upstream of tb1 (Fig. 1). These findings localize
cis factor(s) controlling tb1 message levels between –41 kb and –69 kb
upstream of tb1 to an interval that contains the region that, according
to phenotypic analysis, controls tb1-related phenotypes.
Even among close relatives, genome size can vary markedly in
plants23,24. In large part, these differences result from copy number
variation in mobile repetitive elements; in cereals, moderately to highly
repetitive tracts of long nongenic sequences typify species with large
genomes such as maize, barley and wheat12,25–27. Although differences
in DNA content have been correlated with life history traits13, the
contribution of such intergenic sequences to quantitative variation has
been unclear. We have shown that such intergenic sequences, often
considered junk DNA, can harbor QTL and cis-regulatory sequences
that act over long physical distances. The causative region for
phenotypes and expression differences in the tb1 upstream intergenic
region harbors a mixture of repetitive and unique sequences that is
representative of much of the maize genome. Establishing whether
functional variation in these sequences is common or rare will be
important for understanding the range and types of sequence variation
that contribute to phenotypic variation. These results also indicate that
linkage disequilibrium mapping in maize should look beyond coding
sequences and their nearby regulatory regions.
METHODS
See Supplementary Methods for biological material, backcrossing of Panindicuaro chromosome segments into W22 maize, identification and genealogies of
introgressed segments (see also Supplementary Table 1), characterization of
recombination breakpoints in the tb1 region, detection of allele-specific tb1
transcription, primers used for genotyping (Supplementary Table 4 online),
genotyping assays (Supplementary Table 5 online) and genomic annotation.
Phenotypic characterization of introgressed chromosome segments. F2
progeny from introgressed Panindicuaro chromosome segments crossed with
W22 maize were grown in a field in Madison, Wisconsin, in the summers of
2003 and 2004 for phenotypic characterization. Plants were grown with 0.9 m
spacing on each side using a fully randomized design. Between 120 and 160 seeds
were planted for each family, depending on seed availability and quality.
Homozygous introgression (I/I) and homozygous W22 individuals (W/W), as
well B30–40 heterozygous individuals (I/W) chosen at random within each
family, were phenotyped for the traits given in Table 1. In cases where plants
lacked basal branches (tillers), the TILH trait was not calculated, and sample sizes
for late traits (for example, ear traits) were reduced as a result of pest damage.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed using R (ref. 28) or with
JMP-IN software (SAS Institute). The significance of differences in trait means
between genotypic classes within families segregating for introgressed Panindicuaro chromosome segments was assessed using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for traits with approximately normal distributions (NODE, LBLH,
LBIL, 10XCUP and CUPR) and the Kruskal-Wallis test where deviations from
normality were observed (TILL, TILN and TILH). To correct for multiple tests
among families for each trait, the conservative Bonferroni procedure was
performed. One-way ANOVA was used to test for differences in tb1 RNA
accumulation between test stocks.
URLs. R software: http://cran.r-project.org.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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